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Feng Qing was speechless, not knowing what to do for a moment. Raymond was here to pick up 

the Healer of A Dark Organization, so wasn’t that equivalent to picking her up? What was the 

difference? 

 

Seeing that she did not speak for a long time, Duke Raymond thought that she did not know 

about A Dark Organization. Hence, he explained as if he knew everything, “A Dark Organization is an 

organization spontaneously formed by the Xia country’s citizens. The people in this organization are very 

mysterious, but the people in the organization are also outstanding people in various industries. 

One of them is called the Healer. No one has seen his true appearance, and I don’t know if he is a man 

or a woman. I only know that the Healer’s personality is very strange. He usually only treats the 

members 

of A Dark Organization. As for the outsiders, he only releases one spot every year to treat them. 

And this year, I won the spot.” 

 

At this point, Raymond sighed and said in frustration, “Although I bid for that spot, A Dark 

Organization told me to wait, so I can only wait here everyday. I hope that the Healer can come to 

Country F to treat my mother as soon as possible.” 

Raymond said a lot, and Feng Qing nodded in enlightenment. “In that case, I wish Duke 

Raymond good luck in welcoming the Healer. Goodbye.” 

 

With that, she pulled her silver suitcase and walked out of the airport. She looked like she didn’t 

want to talk anymore, and Duke Raymond naturally wouldn’t let her go. It wasn’t easy to meet her in 

Country F, so he had to be a good host. 

“Miss Qingging, may I ask which hotel you booked?” Duke Raymond chased after her like a bee 

that had seen a flower. 



 

Feng Qing did not speak or stop. She pulled her suitcase and continued to walk out of the 

airport. She was too tired after being on a sixteen hours flight and wanted to quickly go to the hotel to 

rest. 

 

Duke Raymond continued, “You came to Country F to participate in the International Fragrance 

Competition’s finals. Although the hotel conditions everywhere in the Capital, Bali, are not bad, it’s still 

incomparable to my Duke’s mansion. Moreover, my mansion is absolutely safe, so I suggest that you 

stay 

there during the competition.” 

 

“L appreciate the Duke’s good intentions, but I’ve already arranged my residence before I came. 

If there’s nothing else, the Duke can continue to wait for the Healer.” Feng Qing rejected Raymond’s 

invitation firmly. 

Duke Raymond revealed a helpless expression. Although he had already guessed the answer, 

hearing Feng Qing say it personally still made him feel very stifled. 

 

Rolling his eyes, Duke Raymond said without being discouraged, “It’s fine if you don’t go to my 

Duke’s mansion, but this is Country F after all. I’m the host here. Why don’t Miss Qingging let me bring 

you around the Capital? It’s the same as Xia country’s Capital. Bali is also a very ancient city and there 

are 

many famous historical sites that are worth looking at. What do you think?” 

 

Feng Qing stopped and turned to look at Duke Raymond who was following behind. She said 

impatiently, “Duke Raymond, I appreciate your good intentions. I’ve already experienced the 

enthusiasm of your Country F’s people in Xia country. Although this isn’t Xia country, I have friends here. 

Compared to 

going out with you, I prefer to go out with my friends.” 

 

At this point, she paused and looked at Raymond solemnly. “Duke Raymond, let me reiterate. 

I’m already married to someone else. Sixteen hours ago, my husband even instructed me to stay away 



from the opposite sex and it’s best not to come into contact with them if possible. Our Xia country is 

different 

from Country F’s countrymen. We value and cherish our marriage and families, so please 

maintain the distance between us.” 

 

Feng Qing was wearing a khaki-colored fluffy windbreaker. The sweater and collar dragged her 

slender neck, making her look capable, fashionable, and elegant. Coupled with her snow-white skin and 

exceptional face, she attracted everyone’s attention. 

 

Seeing that Feng Qing was about to explode, Duke Raymond heaved a long sigh. “I’m sorry to 

have troubled you. Since you have a better plan, let me see you off. I can only remember your beautiful 

figure in my heart.” 


